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Executive summary 
This document reflects the Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan (MAPA) priorities and planned 
activities for the year 1400 (April 2021-March 2022).  The plan encompasses all pillars of mine action 
and details the ninth year of Afghanistan’s Anti-personnel Mine Ban Convention (APMBC) Article 5 
extension request for the years 1392-1401 (April 2013-March 2023).  The plan reflects mine action 
policy and planning procedures, and aims to be a point of reference for the design, implementation, 
monitoring and evaluation of all mine action interventions in Afghanistan. 
 

 The year 1400 is the ninth year of Afghanistan’s Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Treaty (APMBT) 10-year 
extension request, submitted in April 2012 to the States Parties by GoIRA. By submitting this extension 
request, Afghanistan committed to clear all known EO recorded hazards in the country by March 2023. 
The programme exceeded its clearance target in the last 8 years compared to the initial annual targets 
set on 2012. Considering the baseline target (441 sq. km) as total for the recent 8 years, the 
programme managed to clear more than 460 sq. km area of recorded EO contamination.   However, 
a number of factors have led to a revision of the targets based to reflect the increasing contamination 
and decline in funding.  As national survey has been ongoing and legacy contamination left from 
previous survey as well as new contamination left behind as a result of recent and ongoing fighting 
since 2001, have been identified and added to the database as well as the MBT work plan on regular 
basis.  Therefore, during the annual review of the MBT work plan the targets were subject to change 
(increase), so the required funding for the added areas were not secured which meant that , and thus, 
the annual targets of the MBT work plan had to be revised. Considering the funding requirement based 
on revised target for the recent 8 years, the programme as a total received 49 % of its required fund 
to achieve the MBT obligation.  For instance, during the last year the programme needed 129 million 
US$, while an amount of 32 million US$ was secured which makes 25% of the requirement. Given the 
remaining contamination in the country, it is unlikely for Afghanistan to achieve its 2023 mine-free 
target. Afghanistan will certainly request another extension in 2022.   
In addition to the challenges posed by mines, the Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) left behind by 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and coalition forces in and around abandoned firing ranges 
since 2001 has resulted in more than 227 civilian casualties across the country.  The Firing Range (FR) 
demining project started in 2013 and ended in May 2018 by Sterling Demining Afghanistan (SDA) 
funded by United States Army Corps of Engineers (UCACE). During the lifecycle of the project, 63 out 
of 86 US firing ranges were released back to the beneficiaries and 23 out of 86 US FRs remain un-
cleared; 15 out of 23 are cleared partially. In addition to US firing ranges, 19 other firing ranges have 
also been recorded from which five were used by the New Zealand Defence Forces and the remaining 
15 FRs are recorded with unknown user countries. The clearance of 5 FR used by the New Zealand 
Defence Forces in Bamyan is ongoing by OMAR with funding from New Zealand.  This project started 
in 1399 and will be completed before the end of 1400. 

 

The fighting between NATO, Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) and Anti-Government Elements 
(AGEs) since 2001 poses another major challenge, as it is highly likely that the majority of these 
incidents leave behind Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) and use of indiscriminate Victim Operated 
Improvised Explosive Device (VOIED). Over 98 % of the civilian casualties in recent months are due to 
ERW and VOIED, out of which around 60 % is caused by VOIED, while the remaining 2 % is as a result 
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of legacy minefields.  The programme is involved in survey of post 2001 contamination to find the 
scope of contamination.  There are around 310 sq. km of recorded ERW1, and 99.5 sq. km of recorded 
VOIED2 that need to be addressed.  The programme engages in the clearance of VOIED once they are 
abandoned and are no longer used for military purpose.).  The MAPA only prioritizes areas that pose 
a threat to civilians. The MAPA often uses the term AIM (Abandoned Improvised Mine) synonymously 
with VOIED.  Hazardous Area Life Support Organization (HALO Trust) has been the only mine action 
organization in Afghanistan involved in clearance of AIM, while other national organizations have 
received training of trainers (ToT) in 2020 and ATC, DAFA, MCPA and OMAR have recently conducted 
the required training internally for their core staff to enable them to work on clearance of AIMs, 
meanwhile, these organizations have also been accredited for AIM clearance.  

Out of the list of 185 districts with most kinetic engagements that was provided by Resolute Support 
(RS) to DMAC, Non-technical Survey (NTS) of 150 districts have been completed since 2015, while the 
remaining 35 districts will be covered during 1400.  Moreover, 67 more districts remained from Mine 
ERW Impact Free Community Survey (MEIFCS).  As most of them are located in hard to reach areas, 
the MEIFCS process has been stopped since two years due to problem in movement of explosive items 
in those areas. Therefore, if funding is available, these districts will be covered with normal NTS.  
Further to the standalone NTS projects, the Quick Response Teams (QRT) in different regions will 
follow NTS of the requested areas and refresh survey of the recorded hazards will be conducted to 
update their status. 

There are almost 2900 communities in Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA) 
with no Explosive Ordnance Risk Education (EORE) where they have been classified for EORE with very 
high, high, medium and low impact affecting more than 13 million people.  DMAC has recently 
developed a two-year work plan to cover all these EORE impacted communities providing that the 
required funding is available.   In addition, conflicted-affected IDPs and returnees from the 
neighboring countries (Pakistan and Iran) need to be given EORE. Therefore, the programme will 
continue EORE in encashment centers and zero points at the borders during year 1400 to provide 
EORE to the returnees, and meanwhile cover the high priority EORE impacted communities by the 
couple EORE teams.  Some media activities are also planned to provide informal risk education 
through media messages, posters, billboards etc. 

Although there is a lack of precise information on the number of persons with disabilities in the 
country, some surveys conducted by various organizations in the past suggest that around 
800,000 people are living with disabilities in the country which form around 2.7 % of the population. 
The ongoing war and the presence of EO in the country increase the prevalence of disability. MAPA is 
committed to continuing its support to the EO victims and to maintaining its advisory capacity at the 
Ministry of Martyrs and Disabled (MMD) through year 1400.  

  

                                                             
 

1 This includes 139 sq. km of recorded BF as CHA and SHA, 40 sq. km as part of Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India (TAPI) project 
and 131 sq. km of Initial suspected Hazard Area (IHA) that need to be addressed 
2 This includes 34.9 sq. km of recorded as CHA/SHA, 11 sq. km as part of TAPI and 53.6 sq. km of IHA 
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Introduction 

The Operational Work Plan for 1400  

MAPA’s operational work plan for the solar year 1400 reflects the policies and planning procedures 
put in place jointly by the DMAC, Implementing Partners and donors, and is in line with the National 
Mine Action Strategic Plan 1400-1404. The work plan is a point of reference for the design, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of all mine action interventions in Afghanistan. It contains 
the intended activities for the year 1400, and the prioritization and quality management system 
employed by MAPA. The data presented in this document is valid as of 01 April 2021. 

 

Directorate of Mine Action Coordination (DMAC)  

The Directorate of Mine Action Coordination (DMAC) is a directorate of the Afghanistan 
National Disaster Management Authority (ANDMA). ANDMA is the secretariat and the 
operational arm of the National Disaster Management Commission (NDMC). DMAC operates 
as the National Mine Action Authority in Afghanistan.  
The activities carried out by DMAC include but are not limited to the following: 

 Coordinates, monitors, oversees and regulates the work of the Mine Action Programme 
of Afghanistan (MAPA) 

 Serves as a mine action point of contact within the Government system and for the 
international mine action stakeholders 

 Leads the mine action planning and priority setting process 
 Mobilizes resources for the programme at national and international levels 
 Reports on the implementation of Mine Action related conventions to which 

Afghanistan is signatory, including the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention (APMBC) 
and Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM) 

 Ensures that the quality of mine action work in Afghanistan is in line with the national 
and international mine action standards 

 Certifies the technical work accreditations that are issued to all Mine Action operators 
working in Afghanistan 

 Certifies and validates demining completion reports 
 Leads the implementation of the Post Demining Impact Assessment and Landmine & 

Livelihood Surveys to measure the impact of mine action on  the lives of beneficiaries 
 Facilitates connections and communications of mine action operators with relevant 

Government departments 
 Advocates for banning the use of landmines and cluster munitions and for promoting 

the rights and persons with disabilities 
 Represents the Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan in the mine action related 

meetings, conferences and symposiums at national and international levels 
 Owns and manages the National Mine Action Database – (Information Management 

System for Mine Action – IMSMA) 
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Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan (MAPA) 

The Mine Action Programme of Afghanistan (MAPA) - one of the world’s largest and longest-
established mine action programmes - is managed by the Directorate of Mine Action Coordination 
(DMAC) under the leadership of Afghanistan National Disaster Management Authority (ANDMA). 
ANDMA is headed by the State Minister for Disaster Management and Humanitarian Affairs. DMAC 
leads the MAPA and works in close partnership with national and international organizations that 
provide a range of services designed to minimize and eliminate the impact of Explosive Ordnance (EO). 

Forty-six accredited mine action organizations are eligible to conduct mine action activities in 1400; 
this includes seventeen national non-government organizations (NGOs), six international NGOs, 
nineteen national commercial companies, and four international commercial companies. The list of 
accredited mine action NGOs and commercial companies is available at www.dmac.gov.af. 

 

Planning and prioritization 
There is a dedicated committee comprised of DMAC departments, national and international 
demining NGOs and United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS) who regularly review the planning 
aspects of the programme and bring the required improvements.  A set of 14 hazard impact indicators 
exist and each of them is allocated with a specific scoring weight based on its value and importance.  
The sum of these scorings in database within different ranges determine the impact of recorded 
hazards as very high, high, medium and low impacts.  There are specific criteria to design a project by 
combining a number of recorded hazards.  The same process exists for determining the impact of a 
project.  In terms of community prioritization for risk education, almost the same procedure exists 
with different indicators as appropriate for EORE.  The projects are listed based on its impact in 
descending order from very high to low for planning and funding opportunities. 

Implementing Partners (IPs) and DMAC regional offices determine the priority of the projects and 
hazards in field while taking into account the needs of communities, so that the MAPA plan is flexible 
and responsive to community requirements.  All these processes are subject to review on annual basis 
or as per requirement to adopt the continual improvement. 

 

MAPA’s priorities and objectives for 1400:  

Table 1 MAPA priorities and objectives for year 1400 

S/No Priorities Objectives 

1 Emergency 
Response to 
EO with 
special focus 
on AIM, ERW 
& RE 

- Facilitate and coordinate AIM training course (Land release and 
quality management (QM)) for humanitarian IPs 

- Establish a response process for the challenge of spot ERW and 
conflict affected villages 

- MAPA response plan to COVID-19 
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S/No Priorities Objectives 

2 Operations 
Efficiency 

- Improve available machinery and equipment  
- Explore the prospect of new technologies  
- Reflect technical survey output in donor contracts 
- Improve south-south cooperation 
- Research and development 
- Develop Technical Note in Psychosocial Counselling and Physical 

Rehabilitation  
3 Advocacy and 

resource 
mobilization 

- Develop a resource mobilization strategy  
- Fundraising for mine action projects including clearance firing ranges 
- Improve access to hard-to-reach areas 
- Promote gender and diversity (G&D) awareness through radio drama, 

social media and events  
- Train DMAC and IP staff in Gender & Diversity mainstreaming in mine 

action   
- Review & improve G&D Policy at MAPA level and advance the role and 

employment of women and persons with disability within the MAPA 
- Approval and implementation of CCW action plan 
- Solve mahram issue of female staff at MAPA level 

4 Information 
management 

- Improve victim data collection mechanism 
- Data clean up, verification, quality check and integrity. 
- Data gathering, analysis, coding, and online reporting system 
- Implementing of IMSMA new version (IMSMA Core) Built-in with 

Geographical Information System (GIS) software, and to migrate 
from IMSMA V6 to IMSMA core, DMAC/MIS (Management 
Information System) staff needs capacity building.   

5 Strategic 
Documents 

- Develop the five years National Mine Action Strategic Plan (NMASP) 
- To support MMD in Developing and finalizing National Disability 

Inclusion Strategy (NDIS) 
- Develop liability policy for mine action  
- Develop G&D in Mine Action training package at MAPA level 
- Develop Anti- Harassment Policy 

6 Monitoring & 
Evaluation 

- Review & improve national mine action standards 
- Update VA- Afghanistan Mine Action Standards (AMAS) based 

International Mine Action Standards (IMAS) 
- Improve QM (QA/QC) 
- Improve programme -level risk and issue management 
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Chapter One: Overview 

1.1 Vision 

An Afghanistan free from explosive ordnance where men, women, boys and girls live in a safe 
environment conducive to sustainable development and where EO victims are fully integrated into 
society and have their rights and needs recognised and fulfilled. 

 

1.2 Mission 

To ensure an effective and efficient national mine action programme that protects civilians, enables 
the safe and productive use of land, and addresses the needs of EO victims through gender and 
diversity sensitive well-coordinated integrated and inter-sectorial activities aligned with international 
and national mine action standards and legal frameworks, and promoting convention obligations. 

 

1.3 Background of EO contamination and challenges 

1.3.1 Explosive Remnants of War Contamination   

Clashes between Anti-Government Elements (AGEs), and NATO3 and the Afghan National Security 
Forces (ANSF) since 2001 has posed a major challenge, as most (about 98%) of the civilians incidents 
are caused by unexploded ordnance and/or Improvised Mines (IM). The programme is in contact with 
relevant military authorities from NATO and ANDSF to receive information on the location of each 
armed conflict incident that has occurred so far; this information will ensure that these sites can be 
surveyed and the scope of ERW contamination post-2001 can be determined. Cross-border shelling 
from Pakistan in eastern provinces such as Kunar is another cause of contamination that leaves ERW 
behind. Some of the cross-border shelling sites have been surveyed during 1399 and the plan of survey 
for the remaining sites is planned to continue during 1400. 

As a result of proper confirmation assessment process through Non-Technical Survey (NTS) by Quick 
Response Teams (QRTs) and NTS teams during 1398 – 1399, a significant area of 270 sq. km was 
reduced of the total contamination of421 sq. km IHA ERW area which was first reported in 2017. 

During 1400 DMAC, through QRT and NTS teams, will contribute to the NTS of the ERW and AIM sites 
for confirmation on existence of these hazards or to report any changes based on newly found 
evidences. 

DMAC regional offices will prioritize destruction of spot ERW by QRTs identified through hotline calls. 
The QRT will conduct village-by-village assessment of potential spot ERW in districts/areas where 
civilian casualties are reported or areas that were recently affected by conflict. 

Moreover, it is worth mentioning that EO also affect returnees and deportees. Reference to UNHCR 
website, there are currently around 3 million Afghan refugees in Pakistan and Iran who face 

                                                             
 

3 NATO was involved in fighting until 2014 and then changed its role to supporting and training ANSF. 
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repatriation to Afghanistan at some stage in the near future. Most of the refugees who return to 
Afghanistan are unaware of the risks of EO. 

 

1.3.2 Abandoned Improvised Mines (AIM) Clearance Operations:  

The overwhelming challenge of AIM4contamination and the number of civilian casualties as a result of 
these particular types of Improvised Mines (IM) require additional measures to address the issue. The 
prefix of abandoned is used to highlight the fact that the humanitarian demining organizations only 
deal with those Victim-Operated Improvised Explosive Devices (VOIED) that remain in areas populated 
by civilians where the conflict has ended and devices no longer serve a military purpose. These devices 
are confirmed as “abandoned” by the entity that deployed them and that demining teams can proceed 
with the clearance operations of these hazards. 
 
Humanitarian demining organizations, in order to maintain their neutrality, do not deal with other 
types of Improvised Mines (IM) such as remote control, body-borne, vehicle-borne etc. In case of 
requests for clearance of such devices, DMAC and MAPA organizations refer them to the Ministry of 
Interior Affairs (MoI), Ministry of Defense (MoD) and the National Directorate of Security (NDS). 
 

The increased number of civilian causalities due to Improvised Mine (IM), which according to recent 
analysis reaches to about 59%, has led the MAPA to explore its potential to engage in the clearance of 
Abandoned Improvised Mine (AIM). Therefore, DMAC and UNMAS in consultation with the IPs tried 
to seek practical solution for this challenge through conduct of a number of studies, development of 
AIM policy and AIM clearance AMAS. As a result, the DMAC and UNMAS in consultation with the IPs 
decided to take the required measures for creating required capacity within MAPA in order to deal 
with the increasing challenge of AIM without compromising neutrality and impartiality of the 
programme. Fortunately, with financial support from UNMAS, 24 DMAC and IPs participants took part 
in AIM survey and clearance training course, the training began in July 2020 and was successfully 
completed in September 2020.  The training, which was carried out by ARTIOS Global Ltd and HALO 
Trust, built the capacity of MAPA humanitarians implementing partners and DMAC management, in 
quality management functions of AIM survey & clearance operations in Afghanistan and will enable 
the MAPA to launch a thorough land release response to the AIM in Afghanistan.  The trainings 
conducted were: 

1. Basic AIM Survey Course 
2. Advanced AIM Survey Course 
3. Basic AIM clearance Course  
4. Intermediary AIM Clearance Course 
5. Advanced AIM Clearance Course 
6. Training of Trainers (TOT) AIM Clearance Course 
7. AIM Quality Management Course 

 

                                                             
 

4The term AIM refers to abandoned Victim Operated Improvised Explosive Devices (VOIED) 
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During 1400, DMAC with support of UNMAS will assist IPs in reviewing their AIM SOPs, Training 
Management Package (TMP) and assessing the training area set up plan, and will provide support to 
the IPs AIM training courses. 
 
Considering the scope of AIM contamination and the need for AIM response, the MAPA capacity is 
small, so there is a need for more AIM training courses. DMAC management discussed this with 
UNMAS, hopefully during 1400 UNMAS will financially and technically support AIM training courses to 
further build the capacity of MAPA implementing partners in AIM survey and clearance operations. 
Following AIM clearance training of the IPs, UNMAS and other donors will probably launch CFPs for 
survey and clearance of AIM. 

 

1.3.3 Civilian Casualties  

According to the DMAC’s Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA), in 2020 the 
average number of civilian casualties recorded was 128 per month, which demonstrates an 
approximately three-fold increase compared to 2013.  

Civilian casualties from Improvised Mines (IM) increased by 6 per cent in 2020 compared to 2019, 
causing 926 civilian casualties (injured, 417, killed, 509). IM remained the leading cause of civilian 
casualties by explosive ordnance, accounting for 60 per cent of the overall total. DMAC recorded 595 
causalities (39%) due to ERW and remaining 1 % of causalities are combined of anti-personal mine, 
anti-vehicle mine and cluster munitions (10 AP, 8 AT and 3 CM).  

Figures indicate a decrease of 14 % in civilian casualties in 2020 compared to the previous year (1,791 
in 2019 and 1,542 in 2020).  

In 2020, 432 communities in 32 provinces have experienced 592 EO accidents leaving 1,542 people 
victims (45 percent killed, 55 percent injured). As per the United Nations Assistance Mission in 
Afghanistan (UNAMA) annual report for 2020, 10,392 civilian casualties (3,403 killed and 6,989 
injured) occurred as a result of armed conflict, representing a five per cent decrease compared to 
2019 and the lowest overall level of civilian casualties since 2013[1]. Out of total 10,392 civilian 
casualties, 5% is due to ERW, 6% due to Pressure-Plate IED and the remaining 89% is caused by other 
ongoing war elements such as ground engagement, suicide attacks, airstrikes etc. 

  

1.4 Afghanistan Mine Ban Convention Extension Plan 

The Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GoIRA) submitted a clearance extension 
request at the Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention meeting in April 2012. By submitting this 
extension request Afghanistan committed to clearing all known mine contaminated areas by March 
2023. The below graph shows the original baseline target indicated in the extension plan, the revised 
target of clearance which is updated annually, and the number of cleared areas by March 2021. 

                                                             
 

[1] https://unama.unmissions.org/sites/default/files/executive_summary -
afghanistan_protection_of_civilians_annual_report_2020_english.pdf  
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Figure 1:  Annual baseline target, updated target and processed area 

 

As shown in the graph above, and based on MIS monthly report for March 2021, there is 612 sq. km 
of remaining contamination (recorded EO hazards) to be cleared by March 2023. Moreover, there is 
an additional 205 sq. km of Initial Hazardous Area (IHA), which mostly includes new contamination to 
be surveyed and cleared. This has not been added to this graph, as it requires a comprehensive non-
technical survey (NTS) to establish accurate figures and details on the extent and type of 
contamination; following the NTS, it will be added to the target for the remaining years. 

The graph below shows the funding requirements of the original extension plan, the revised funding 
target, the funding secured as of March 2021, and the funding needed the remaining years to 
complete the extension plan 

Figure 2:  Annual initial target, updated target and secured funding. 

 

 

As displayed in the graph, the full amount of funding for the extension was not secured in the first 
eight years. For 2021, the ninth year of the plan, only 12 per cent of required funding is secured against 
the annual funding target, it may increase throughout the year. Meanwhile, new legacy 
contaminations have been reported by NTS; this, combined with the existing funding shortfall from 
previous years, place an extra burden on the funding requirements for each subsequent year. DMAC 
in consultation with IPs review the MBT 10-year plan on annual basis and consider the unfunded 
projects from previous years, along with the newly reported contamination. The MAPA is continuously 
considering innovative ideas to reduce the cost of clearance; however, despite these efforts, the 
extension plan will not be achieved if the current insufficiency in funding trend continues.     

With the current level of funding and annual achievement, the programme may not be able to achieve 
its 10 years work plan due to reasons stated above, Therefore, the programme need to request 
another extension beyond March 2023. 
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1.4.1 Funding updates for year 1400  

The required funding for 1400 is 183 million US$. As of March 2021, the programme has received 
confirmation of 12 percent of the target fund. The graph below shows the required funding and 
funding secured for each mine action pillar.  

Figure 3:  1400 funding initial target, updated target, secured and outstanding fund in million US$ 

 

DMAC has submitted a proposal to the Government of Afghanistan requesting an amount of 400 
million AFN equivalent to almost 5 million US$ to fund for demining projects for year 1400.  The 
proposed projects have not yet received funding confirmation, but DMAC is in close contact with MoF 
in this regard. 
 

1.5 The Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM) 

The GoIRA signed the Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM) on 3 December 2008, ratified it on 8 
September 2011, and entered it into force on 1 March 2012.  

There were 2,314 recorded hazards in which the device type was CM as standalone or CM with ERW. 
Out of these hazards, 2,304 sites have been cleared covering 457.2 sq. km, while, 10 CM recorded 
hazards covering 7.54 sq. km area remain to be cleared.  

Two new CM hazards have recently been surveyed in Nangarhar and Faryab Provinces during 
1399/2020 and its statistics added in above paragraph. 

Political Military Weapons Removal and Abatement (PM/WRA) has pledged to provide fund for the 
clearance of the aforementioned 5 out of 10 remaining recorded CM hazards located in Paktya and 
Faryab Provinces as part of its funding allocation to Afghanistan during 2021.  Likewise, UNMAS has 
considered one standalone CFP covering the remaining 5 CM hazards in Nangarhar to be cleared 
during year 1400/2021. The deadline for Afghanistan to clear its CM contamination is 31 March 2022.   
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1.6 The Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) 

On 9thAugust 2017, Afghanistan joined the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) with 
all of its five protocols, including, the Amended Protocol II on mines, booby-traps and other devices; 
and Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War (ERW). Afghanistan is the 125th state party to the CCW. 

The protocol V of the CCW obliges the state parties to take action in removal of EO and information 
sharing among relevant armed groups, following an armed conflict. H.E the president office issued a 
decree, based on which security relevant entities were ordered to establish a mechanism on the 
subject issue, in order to facilitate the clearance of ERW following the armed conflict, DMAC took the 
lead on developing a mechanism5 for the implementation of CCW involving representatives from the 
Ministry of Interior Affairs (MoI), Ministry of Defense (MoD) and the National Directorate of Security 
(NDS). As a result of numerous meetings that took place in DMAC’s office, the said mechanism (SOP) 
was developed, signed by the representatives of the MOI, MoD, NDS and DMAC, and was shared with 
the National Security Council (NSC) for their approval. Following NSC approval, the mechanism will be 
in place for implementation of the protocol five of the CCW. 

The ERW from both, legacy and new contamination causes around 40 per cent of current civilian 
casualties. Currently, there is 68 sq. km of legacy ERW and 111 sq. km of new ERW contamination 
recorded. The new contamination, however, is only reported in 16 out of 34 provinces in the country, 
but the problem could be much more extensive.  DMAC has already included all these 179 sq. km 
recorded ERW hazards to be cleared based on its priorities. 

 

1.7 The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)  

The United Nations General Assembly adopted the convention on 13 December 2006, opened for 
signature on 30 March 2007, and entered into force on 3 May 2008. The government of Afghanistan 
ratified the convention in 2011. DMAC provides technical assistance to the Ministry of Martyrs and 
Disability Affairs (MMD) in information management, planning, quality management and coordination 
for effective implementation of the CRPD. In 2020, Afghanistan drafted its first report on CRPD under 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA).   

The National Disability Inclusion Strategy 2030 has been drafted in accordance with the CRPD as a 
means for implementation of this convention.

                                                             
 

5 It is similar to an inter-agency agreement between Gov ministries/departments who are responsible for implementation of Protocol V 
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Chapter Two: Planned Activities for 1400 
 

This section describes the activities that will be implemented during the course of 1400. 

2.1: Planning 

As per the APMBC work plan, to meet the end goal of making Afghanistan free of known Explosive Ordnance contamination, the programme needs to clear 
330 sq. km of recorded EO contamination during 1400; as of March 2021, funding to clear around 46 sq. km recorded contamination has been acquired; the 
programme will continue its fundraising efforts to clear the remaining area. 

The National Mine Action Strategic Plan (2016-2020) has been completed with over 80 % achievement.  The below graph shows the final status of the strategic 
plan: 

 

Figure 4; final status of the national mine action strategic plan 1395-1399 (2016-2020) 
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The programme with technical and financial support from the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD) is working to develop the 
national mine action strategic plan for the next five years to cover 1400-1404 (April 2021-March 2026).  The new document will be launched during May/June 
2021.  So far, a number of workshops, working groups and meetings were held in this regard as a result of which the following main goals were identified to 
be focussed on during the next five years: 

Table 2 the five strategic goals identified for the NMASP 1400-1404 

Strategic Goals 

1  

Lifesaving: Land Release, 
EORE and WAM 

2 

Victim Assistance 

3 

Sustainable Development  

4  

Gender and Diversity 

5  

Advocacy and 
Coordination 

Innovative and gender and 
diversity-sensitive land 
release, EORE, and WAM save 
lives, promote behavioural 
change and ensure safe 
access to land 

Rights-based gender and 
diversity-sensitive inclusive 
services and equal 
opportunities are promoted 
and made accessible to EO 
victims 

Mine action is integrated 
and aligned into relevant 
sustainable development 
frameworks and 
interventions, contributing 
to the fulfilment of (A-)SDGs 

Women and other 
marginalized groups are 
included and empowered 
within the MAPA through 
effective gender and 
diversity mainstreaming 

Effective advocacy and 
coordination at national 
and international levels 
increase recognition and 
support to mine action as 
an enabler of humanitarian 
response, sustainable 
development, peace and 
security 

 

The stated goals will be associated with a number of objectives for which the required indicators, baseline and target will be set as theory of change.  A 
dedicated committee in DMAC with support from the IPs have been assigned to achieve the set goals during next five years. 

 

2.2  Programme Management and Advocacy 

DMAC as the national regulatory body for mine action in Afghanistan, manages, coordinates and oversees the work of the Mine Action Programme of 
Afghanistan (MAPA) through its headquarters in Kabul and its seven regional offices, Centre (Kabul), South (Kandahar), Southeast (Gardiz), North (Balkh), 
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Northeast (Kunduz), East (Nangarhar) and West (Herat). The MAPA consists of a collective team of non-governmental organizations and commercial 
companies involved in mine action in Afghanistan.  

Mine Action has five pillars including Demining (survey, mapping, marking, clearance and EOD), Explosive Ordnance Risk Education, Stockpile Destruction, 
Victim Assistance and Advocacy). DMAC receives financial support from the United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS), PMWRA and other International 
donors. Programme Management and Advocacy are two key functions of DMAC. Other functions of DMAC include; Planning & Priority Setting, Information 
Management, Quality Management, resource mobilization.  

 

2.2.1: Advocacy, Planning and Communications 

Advocacy. 
Advocacy plays a vital role in humanitarian mine action to build consensus and encourage cooperation among different mine action stakeholders and parties 
to the conflict, to provide a safe environment for mine and ERW affected communities, promote the rights of persons with disabilities and mobilize resources 
for the programme. Some of the forums the MAPA will be using for advocacy in 1400 are listed in the table below: 

 

Table 3:  Advocacy Events planned for 1400 

S-
No 

Strategic goal 
Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 

 

Effective advocacy and 
coordination at national 
and international levels 
increase recognition and 
support to mine action 
as an enabler of 
humanitarian response, 
sustainable 

Awareness of the 
humanitarian nature of 
MAPA and its services is 
enhanced among national 
and local authorities, 
NSAGs and the general 
public, facilitating its 

Use the International Day for Mine Awareness and 
Assistance in Mine Action to increase awareness about the 
humanitarian nature of the of the mine action programme 
through media and other means 

April 2022 

 

Coordinate with ACBL and other relevant organizations 
such as ICBL and Geneva Call and the UN to advocate for 
banning the use landmines 

March 2022 
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development, peace 
and security 

interventions and access to 
hard-to-reach affected 
communities 

Organize monthly MAPA stakeholders meetings 

March 2022  

Increase MAPA visibility through publications and the 
media March 2022  

Include mine action in the agenda of the National 
Disaster Management Commission (NDMC) meetings  

March 2022  

Engage with security sector to ensure separation of 
humanitarian mine action activities from counter IED 
strategy  

March 2022  

 Help facilitate the establishment of a forum through 
which the MAPA can communicate with AGEs 

March 2022  

2 
DMAC, in close 
coordination with other 
relevant entities, promotes 
the implementation of key 
legal instruments at 
national level and their 
universalisation in the 
region through bilateral 
and multilateral fora and 
activities reported at 

Ensure Afghanistan is represented Meeting of States 
Parties to the Convention on Cluster Munitions 

March 2022 
 

Ensure DMAC is represented at the Anti-Personnel 
Mine Ban Convention (APMBC) –Intersessional 
Meetings 

March 2022 
 

Ensure Afghanistan participates at the Conference of 
States Parties to the CRPD. 

March 2022 
 

Ensure representation at Meeting of high contracting 
parties on Protocol II & V and the Convention on 
Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) 

March 2022 
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In addition to the forums listed above, through which the MAPA will be advocating for continuation of support for the programme, DMAC liaises with 
Government ministries, particularly with ANDMA for support in order to include Mine Action in the National Priority Programmes (NPPs) and other national 
frameworks. To ensure coordination with ministries and national authorities, particularly those that implement development and infrastructural projects in 
the country, DMAC engages with the focal points of all the ministries through quarterly meetings. Moreover, DMAC reports to Office of H.E. the President 
every six months and highlights both the achievements of the programme and the challenges faced by it. DMAC is a member of the Civilian Casualties 
Mitigation Board of the National Security Council where meetings are held on a quarterly basis. 

 

 

 

 

annual Meetings of States 
Parties 

Ensure DMAC is represented at the Anti-Personnel 
Mine Ban Convention (APMBC) –Intersessional 
Meetings 

March 2022 
 

Use the Meeting of the States Parties to highlight 
progress and challenges 

March 2022 
 

3 Develop a resource 
mobilisation strategy that 
attracts increased and 
diversified funding is 
developed and 
implemented in close 
coordination with all MAPA 
stakeholders 

Liaise and coordinate with GICHD and other relevant 
organizations to facilitate the drafting of the strategy   

March 2022 
 

Organize the annual Afghanistan Donors & 
Implementing Partners Coordination 
meeting/conference for mine action 

March 2022 
 

Organize ad-hoc donor meetings to attract funding 
March 2022 
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2.3  Life Saving Initiatives 

2.3.1  Survey 

 

Figure 3 Countrywide status of Mine ERW Impact Free Community Survey (MEIFCS) 

 

Figure 5 Countrywide status of Non-Technical Survey 

 

Survey plays a fundamental role in identifying the scope of the current EO problem. Non-technical Survey (NTS) also plays a critical role in mine action land 
release process and is a key function for follow up of mine action interventions (technical survey and clearance). The MAPA plans to continue conducting Non-
Technical Surveys in 1400. 

 
Non-Technical Survey (NTS): 
 
NTS is the process of information gathering through which evidence-based decisions are made about newly reported and previously recorded hazardous 
areas. 

400 333 67NO. OF DISTRICTS

MEIFCS Survey

Target Surveyed To be surveyed

185 150 35NO. OF DISTRICTS

Non Technical Survey

Target Surveyed To be surveyed
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As part of the NTS operations in kinetic engagement sites, in mid-2014 a list of 185 districts with most kinetic engagements was shared with DMAC by RS. 
From 2015 to 2020, NTS was conducted in 150 of these districts; 26 districts have been planned for 1400 and hopefully by the end of the year the planned 
districts will be completed. By completing these 26 districts, only 9 more districts will be waiting in order to complete the target of 185 districts with most 
kinetic engagements. 
 
Apart from the above, 67 districts remain from MEIFCS process where a comprehensive non-technical survey is needed. Majority of these districts are located 
in hard-to-reach areas and their survey are subject to availability of fund and security situations. If the ongoing peace talks is successful and mine action 
operations are permitted by the parties to the conflict, the MAPA will be in a position to engage the survey of these 67 districts. 

 
 

       2.3.2  Clearance 

Figure 6:  1400 Areas targeted, funded and gaps as of April 2021 

 

 

As per the Mine Ban Convention (MBC) work plan, the programme needs to release 330 sq. km of known contamination in 1400.  The breakdown of types of 
areas to be released as per the MBC work plan is shown in the graph below. 

330

46 284

AREA (SQ. 
KM)

Target Funded Gap
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Figure7:  Percentage of targeted areas for 1400 

 

 

As of March 2021, donors have committed to clear 46 sq. km of land with confirmed funds and 81.6 sq. km area with funds pledged (unconfirmed) so far. 
Confirmed funds covers the clearance of 13.9 per cent of the 330 sq. km targeted in the 1400 MBC work plan6. The breakdown of confirmed/committed 
projects, funding channels and donors are detailed below. 

 

 

                                                             
 

6 Refer to the annex A to see list of confirmed demining projects for 1400/2021. 

Anti-personnel 
minefield

21.4%

Anti-vehicle 
minefield

33.8%

Mixed Mine
4.8%    

Battlefield
31.6%

AIM
8.2%

Percentage
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Voluntary Trust Fund (VTF): 

The VTF contributions for 1400 are from the following donors: Japan, FCDO and Canada. 

 

Bilateral Projects: 

Bilateral donation is divided into two categories: Projects funded by US Department of State (USDoS) and projects funded by other donors. USDoS provides 
more than 43 % of bilateral funds. The remaining bilateral funds are provided by other donors. 

It is worth mentioning that some of the projects began in 1399 (2020) and will continue during 1400 (2021), while some other projects have started in 1400 
or planned to start in next months of the planned year. 

For more details, please refer to annex A in this document to see the list of VTF, US DoS and other bilateral fund confirmed/pledged projects for the planned 
year.  Please also refer to annex B to see the list of unfunded demining project part of MBC work plan for planned year. 

The following will be achieved in terms of clearance during year 1400: 

 

Table 4:  Predicted clearance achievement for year 1400 

Targets MBT target for 
year 1400 

Based on confirmed 
fund for year 1400 

Remaining of the 
target to be funded 

Remarks 

Number of hazards to be cleared 1748 401 1347  

Sq. Km area to be cleared 330 46 284  

Number of provinces to be released 8 1 7 Bamyan 

Number of districts to be released 70 7 63  

Number of communities to be released 947 156 791  

Number of beneficiaries 1,116,316 378,230 738,086  
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The following table shows a breakdown of target areas to be cleared in Sq. km 

Table 5:  Summary of areas targeted and funded by device type for 1400 

Type of contamination 
Area to be cleared during 1400 in sq. m 

MBT target Confirmed fund for 1400 
AIM 27,192,740 144,440 
AP                   70,723,508                                                15,627,544 
Mixed mine                     15,822,605                                                    2,077,924  
AV 111,774,223                                                 5,782,197 
CM 7,540,001                                        7,540,001  
ERW                   97,034,738                                                 14815106  
Total                 330,087,815  45,987,212  

 

Firing Ranges: 

The Firing Range (FR) project started in 2013 and ended in May 2018 due to a funding shortfall. During the lifecycle of the project, 63 out of 86 US firing ranges 
were released back to the beneficiaries and 23 out of 86 US FRs remain un-cleared; 15 out of 23 are cleared partially. In addition to US firing ranges, DMAC 
has recorded 19 other firing ranges from which five were used by the New Zealand Defence Forces and the remaining 15 FRs are recorded with unknown user 
country.   

The NZ Defence Force funded the five FRs located in Bamyan. The project has started in early June 2020 and will be completed in 2021. 

The below table shows status of all remaining firing ranges in Afghanistan.    
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Table 6:  List of remaining FR areas 

S-No 
No of firing 

ranges 
Current status 

Remaining Area in Sq. 
m 

Surveyed by User country 

1 
8 Active            164,603,200  JGO US Forces 

15 Partially cleared            360,805,169  JGO US Forces 
2 5 Clearance operations is ongoing              15,427,556 DDG (Danish Demining Group) NZ Defense Forces 

3 
2 Partially cleared              14,237,718  SDA Un known NATO member 

13 Active              52,106,105  SDA/EODT Un known NATO member 
  43              607,179,748    Total 

 

The remaining 42 firing ranges are located in 16 provinces of Afghanistan. 

DMAC will continue advocating for survey and clearance of the remaining recorded firing ranges and the firing ranges that may abandoned due to possible 
peace deal. Besides, German has recently also committed to fund their related firing ranges in Balkh province. 

 

Stockpile destruction 
In 1400, HALO Trust an implementing partner of the MAPA, will deploy 17 Weapons and Ammunition Disposal (WAD) and one (WAD/MST) MoD support 
teams, eight Conventional Weapons Destruction (CWD) teams, one WAD survey team, and will conduct the following activities to reduce the risk of stockpile 
scattered ammunition in the country, 

Table 7:  List of stockpile destruction activities for 1400 

 

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 

Lifesaving, Land 
Release, EORE 
and WAM 

 

Technical and operational support is provided to 
security sector bodies in weapons and ammunition 
management (WAM), facilitating improved public 
safety 

Destroy 660 metric tons of 
unserviceable ammunition 

31 – Mar– 
2022 

 

Response to callouts and 
stockpile destruction  

31 – Mar– 
2022 
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2.4 Explosive Ordnance Risk Education EORE 

Figure 8:  EORE funding and gaps for 1400 

 

Afghanistan remains heavily affected by explosive ordnance, continuing to threaten Afghan lives. Explosive Ordnance (EO) contamination currently affects 
about 2.5 million people living in close proximity to landmines; people on the move including returnees, internally displaced persons (IDPs) who either flee 
due to conflict or return post-conflict, people who travel within their communities for day to day needs such as visiting marketplaces, hospitals, relatives, 
attending ceremonies, and children playing or going to school.  

Explosive Ordnance Risk Education (EORE) is vital to educate affected communities on the dangers of EOs. EORE ensures that communities are aware of the 
risks of mines, unexploded ordnance and/or abandoned munitions and are encouraged to behave in ways that ensures their safety, reduce the risk to people, 
property and the environment. The objective is to reduce the risk to a level where people can live safely and recreate an environment where economic and 
social development can occur free from the constraints imposed by explosive ordnance contamination.7 

The following activities in addition to the planned portfolio for 1400, are planned by the EORE department for the year 1400, 

 

                                                             
 

7Explosive Ordnance Risk Education. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.mineaction.org/issues/education. 

1,500,000 

650,474 849,526 

BUDGET IN US $

EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE RISK EDUCATION

Project Budget (USD) funded (USD) Unfunded (USD)
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Table 8:  List of EORE activities for 1400 

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 Appropriate 
innovative and 
gender and 
diversity-
sensitive land 
release, EORE 
and WAM save 
lives and result 
in behaviour 
change and safe 
access to land, 
supporting 
livelihood 
activities 

Minimize the threat posed 
by EO through land release 
and EORE, with focus on at-
risk populations 

Provision EORE to impacted communities by 
mobilizing standalone 10-14 teams EORE to at-
risk communities 

March-2022 
 

Provision of EORE to communities impacted by 
the ongoing conflict using resources under the 
quick response teams (QRTs) and mixed 
NTS/TS/EORE teams 

March-2022 

 

Provision of EORE to returnees and IDPs using 
teams that are established at the 
Transit/Encashment centres in five locations  

March-2022 
 

Provision of EORE messaging through mass media 
to communities that are hard to reach due to 
security reasons 

Provision of EORE using billboards stationed on 
highways connecting at-risk provinces and 
districts 

March-2022 

 

2 Improve operational 
effectiveness and efficiency 
by utilizing relevant good 
practices, new 

Conduct the revision of EORE AMAS in the light of 
the amended IMAS and international frameworks 

March-2022 
 

Undertake the development of EORE adult flip 
chart 

March-2022 
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List of EORE fund confirmed/pledged projects are listed in annex A to this document. 

List of EORE projects which require fund for 1400 (April 2021 to March 2022) are shown in annex B to this document. 

 

2.5 Information Management 

The Management Information System (MIS) department manages the Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA) database for the MAPA. 
This database uses IMSMA as a centralized data entry system which has been adapted to suit the operations, systems and procedures used in Afghanistan. 
IMSMA provides the baseline for the planning and coordination of mine action operations and acts as the master database for all mine action information in 
Afghanistan. The MIS section also produces standard topographical and hazards-based mapping for the MAPA, and the Geographical Information System 
(GIS) section collects, manages and maintains all types of geospatial data from various sources to analyse mine action data and uses remote sensing technology 
to visualize and analyse contaminated areas recorded on satellite imagery. 

The following activities will be carried out by the DMAC Management Information Systems (MIS) Department during 1400. 

technologies, and 
information management Undertake the revision of EORE trainer guideline 

to align it with the recently published behaviour 
change document  

March-2022 

 

3 At-risk groups are 
continuously identified, 
documented and targeted 
through tailored EORE 
interventions and materials 
including through the 
Behaviour Change 
Communication (BCC) 
approach and use of new 
technologies. 

Conduct the assessment of schools that were 
targeted for EORE TOT during 2013. 

March-2022 
 

Establish cooperation and linkages with 
humanitarian actors and government agencies on 
the inclusion of EORE in their activities.  

March-2022 
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Table 9: Information Management activities in 1400  

 

2.6 Research and Development  

Research and development (R&D) plays a very important role in the effectiveness and efficiency of mine action operations. Therefore, DMAC plans to establish 
a standalone R&D cell for continued improvement of mine action operations. The R&D activities listed below will be conducted during 1400. They will be 
conducted using suitable approaches such as trials, quality circles, studies, field visits and consulting with the team of experts from demining organizations. 

Table 10:  List of Research and Development areas for 1400 

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 Lifesaving, 
Land Release, 
EORE and 
WAM 

 

Improve operational 
effectiveness and 
efficiency by 
utilizing relevant 
good practices, new 
technologies, and 
information 
management 

 

Data Clean up, Verification, Quality Check and integrity. 31-Dec-2022  

Data gathering, Analysis, Coding, and Online Reporting 
System. 

31-Dec-2022 
 

Implementing of IMSMA New Version (IMSMA Core) 
Built-in With GIS Software, and to migrate from IMSMA 
V6 to IMSMA Core DMAC/MIS Staff Needs Capacity 
Building.   

31-Dec-2022 

 

Online Data Collection using (MARS) 31-Dec-2022  

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 

Lifesaving, Land 
Release, EORE and 
WAM 

Operational effectiveness 
and efficiency of the 
MAPA is achieved 
through the application 

Drone trial 31-Mar-2022  

Standalone technical survey approach 
through implementation of two pilot 
projects.  The results will be evaluated, based 

31-Mar-2022 
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2.7 Impact Evaluation: 

A part of impact evaluation DMACs conduct Mine Action Livelihoods Survey & Post Demining Impact Assessment (PDIA) on the mine action projects and 
activities. 

2.7.1 Mine Action Livelihoods Survey: 

The objective of the mine action livelihood survey is to get a better understanding of mine action impact on livelihood and development of communities 
where mine action projects are implemented and to further enhance the positive effects of mine action interventions in the communities, particularly in the 
rural areas where people suffer from underdevelopment and insecurity. 

This survey is undertaken at community-level to document the achievements and identify changes to policy and practice that could further enhance the 
contribution that the MAPA makes towards Afghanistan’s development. The survey findings will contribute to better reporting to the MAPA donors and the 

of new technologies and 
methodologies, and the 
development, review or 
update of policies and 
AMAS in line with IMAS 

 

on which, a decision will be made to change 
the approach permanently or not. 

Conduct a case study on Excavator- Ripper 
with simultaneous cultivator follow up, in AV 
contaminated area 

31-Mar-2022 
 

Set up a Mechanical De-mining Unit (MDU) 
and hotline database  

31-Mar-2022 
 

Facilitate and coordinate AIM training course 
for national humanitarian IPs 

31-Mar-2022 
 

With technical support GICHD develop NTS 
training package 

31-Mar-2022 
 

Implementation of MARS 31-Mar-2022  

VA reports process through XML files 31-Mar-2022  
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Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GoIRA) as well as to the EO affected communities about the contributions made by the MAPA in 
minimizing casualties and enabling socioeconomically development of sustainable nature. 

2.7.2 Post Demining Impact Assessment (PDIA): 

The objective of PDIA is to measure the immediate to medium-term humanitarian and socio-economic impact of mine action activities. PDIA assesses whether 
humanitarian demining operations have achieved their objectives of minimizing or eliminating the problem caused by EO contamination on affected 
communities, and whether the cleared land is in use by the beneficiaries as intended. PDIA also assesses the accuracy of the information upon which demining 
operations were prioritized and therefore helps to improve future planning processes. 

PDIA is undertaken at task level and mainly collects quantitative data between six months to one year after a minefield or battlefield is cleared of mines and 
ERW. 

DMAC plans to conduct the following evaluations during 1400: 

Table 11:  List of DMAC planned evaluations during 1400 

 

2.8 Monitoring   

2.8.1 Quality Management 

The aim of quality management (QM) is to provide confidence to the beneficiaries, funding bodies, mine action contractors and the Government of 
Afghanistan that mine action quality requirements are met, and that cleared land is indeed safe for use. QM consists of three harmonising components: 
accreditation, monitoring and post-clearance inspection. 

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 Sustainable 
Development 

 

MA and relevant SDGs linkages are 
established, promoted and reported at 
institutional and operational levels, keeping 
track of progress towards the realisation of 
the A-SDGs 

Mine Action Livelihood  
Survey 

31-Mar-2022 
 

Post Demining Impact 
Assessment (PDIA) 

31-Mar-2022 
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QM plays an important role in maintaining the stakeholders’ satisfaction through the provision of quality services.  

DMAC Quality Management (QM) department will undertake the following activities in 1400.  

Table 12: QM Priorities/activities in 1400 

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 Appropriate 
innovative and 
gender and 
diversity-
sensitive land 
release, EORE 
and WAM save 
lives and result 
in behaviour 
change and safe 
access to land, 
supporting 
livelihood 
activities 

Operational 
effectiveness and 
efficiency of the 
MAPA is achieved 
through the 
application of new 
technologies and 
methodologies, and 
the development, 
review or update of 
policies and AMAS in 
line with IMAS 

 

Keep all national standards updated in 
accordance with IMAS and best practices 

Throughout 
the year 

 

Develop AMAS on monitoring of mine 
action organizations 

February 2022 
 

Develop an online database for national 
standards that is easy to access and use. 

February 2022 
 

Develop an online dashboard and database 
for accreditations and balanced scorecard 

February 2022 
 

Develop a Liability Policy for the MAPA February 2022  

Conduct a trial on UAS/Drone for mine 
action surveys 

February 2022 
 

Develop new and enhance current 
processes for monitoring of mine action 
activities 

February 2022 
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2.9 Victim Assistance 

Figure 9:  Victim assistance fund and gaps for 1400 

 

The ongoing conflict in Afghanistan continues to take a severe toll on the civilian population killing and injuring an alarming number of civilians and straining 
the already taxed and fragile health system. The nature of the conflict, which includes widespread use of explosive ordnance including improvised explosive 
devices, has claimed the lives of over 38,559 people and left over 72,334 injured since 20098.  The large number of survivors of ground engagements, suicide 
attacks, explosive contaminated areas and other conflict-related threats against civilians are often left with life-altering injuries and disabilities. They require 
access to basic healthcare and more specialized services including physical therapy and psychosocial support.  
 
The following activities are planned to be implemented by VA department during the planned year (1400): 
 

Table 13:  Victim Assistance activities during 1400 

                                                             
 

8Afghanistan Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflicts Annual Report 2020, UNAMA 

$3,300,000 

$669,007 $2,630,993 

VICTIM ASSISTANCE 

Project Budget (USD) funded (USD) Unfunded (USD)

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 Rights-based 
gender and 
diversity-
sensitive 

A centralized and responsive 
national information 
management system (NIMS) 
managed by the MMD is 

To Install Centralized Database Server in MMD Mar-2022  

To train Data processors in new VA- IMSMA Mar-2022  

IMSMA is installed as client to all VA- Partners  Mar-2022  
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The National Statistics and Information Authority (NSIA) estimates the prevalence of severe disability at 3.1% of the Afghan population (3.5% among male; 
2.7% among female) in 2019/2020. Using a different method and a broader definition of disability, the Model Disability Survey Afghanistan 2019 suggests 

inclusive 
services and 
equal 
opportunities 
are promoted 
and accessible 
to EO victims & 
Person  with 
Disability 

established with the support of 
DMAC, ensuring continuous 
collection, analysis and sharing 
of all EO casualty data 

To enter 30% of all existing data including new 
data in centralized database  

Mar-2022  

Fundraising to VA-IT project for entering 
360,000 records through digital registration 
process. 

Mar-2022  

Develop concept for Physical Rehabilitation, 
Psychosocial and Economic Reintegration 
projects.  

Mar-2022  

2 VA is integrated into broader 
national health, social 
protection, human rights, 
disability frameworks, and 
coordination mechanisms 
through capacity development 
of relevant ministries, in line 
with the National Disability and 
Inclusion Strategy (NDIS)  

To develop a ToR for the new Inter-Ministerial 
Committee meetings   

Mar-2022  

To develop 5 Taskforces meetings for 
implementation NDIS under IMCD 

Mar-2022  

To develop provincial based DSCG meetings Mar-2022  

To develop action plans for each sector and 
develop implementation policies in consultation 
with relevant ministries.  

Mar-2022  

3 Facilitate delivery of VA 
services in line with the new 
disability law and IMAS /AMAS 

To develop Technical notes/National Standards 
in Physical rehabilitation, Psychosocial 
Counselling and Physical Accessibility. 

Dec-2021  

To review VA-AMAS according to new VA-IMAS  June-2021  

To review the SOPs of IPs in according to VA-
IMAS, and AMAS.    

Mar-2022  
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that severe disability prevalence stands at 13.9% in 2019 among Afghan adults aged 18 and above. Among children (2-17 years) the prevalence of moderate 
disabilities stands at 7.1%, and severe disabilities at 3.5%. Between 1 and 2.5 million adults have severe disabilities and about 1 million children have 
disabilities which hinder significantly their daily activities and social participation. 

One family out of five has at least one member with a disability. The Whole of Afghanistan Assessment 2019 found that 17% of shock-affected households 
were headed by a person with a physical or sensory impairment – not including persons with other types of impairment which should also warrant 
consideration. According to a multi-cluster needs assessment in informal settlements, 21% of households had at least one household member with a disability.  

All surveys that examine disability consistently conclude that persons with disabilities have lower access to services and are more exposed and vulnerable to 
external threats therefore rendering them less resilient. Access to care is currently inadequate; an estimated 90 per cent of the Afghan population live more 
than 100 km away from a rehabilitation centre9; 20 provinces out of 34 have no prostheses and orthoses service providers and are lacking female health 
service providers and rehabilitation professionals. Increased government capacity is needed to properly care for mine and ERW survivors and ensure inclusive 
education for children with disabilities.  

The ongoing war and the presence of mines, ERW and IMs in the country increase the prevalence of disability. MAPA is committed to continue to help victims 
of conflicts and maintain its advisory capacity at the Ministries of Martyrs and Disability Affairs, Public Health and Education (MMD, MoPH, and MoE). 

The objective of victim assistance within the MAPA is to provide technical assistance to the State Ministry for Martyrs and Disabled Affairs (MMD) to increase 
the capacity of the ministry to better serve the disabled population and families of martyrs, including victims of landmines and ERW.  

The information on fund confirmed and pledged projects for VA for 1400 (April 2020 to March 2021) are shown in annex A to this document. 

The list of VA projects which require fund for 1400 (April 2020 to March 2021) are shown in annex B to this document. 

 

  

 

                                                             
 

9Financial Access to Rehabilitation Services in Afghanistan in 2016, HI. 
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1.10 Gender & Diversity Mainstreaming:  

Mine action aims to reduce the human, social, economic and environmental impact of explosive ordnance. However, this can be fulfilled only by understanding 
the implication of any action on different groups of people. In EO-affected areas, each group and individual are affected differently by contamination, and 
each holds different views on the problem. The needs, constraints, capacities and resources of women, girls, boys, and men need to be analyzed to ensure 
effective, sustainable and inclusive mine action. In addition, gender and diversity analysis and programming lead to more productivity, better working 
environment and higher quality services. 

The principle of non-discrimination is at the core of internationally recognized human rights standards and, in the context of mine action, is reflected in the 
Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention, Afghanistan domestic law including constitution.  

DMAC Gender and Diversity (G&D) department, with support of the IPs, plans to achieve the following during 1400: 

The following List of G&D mainstreaming activities for year 1400 is set in line with the MAPA- G&D Mainstreaming Strategic goal “To ensure that all gender 
and diversity groups participate in, and benefit from, the work of the MAPA, and MAPA benefits from the insight and participation of gender and diversity 
groups in all aspects of its work.”  

 

Table 14:  List of G&D main activities for 1400 

S-No 
Strategic goal 

Strategic Objective Activity Deadline 
Progress 
Tracking 

1 Women and 
other 
marginalized 
groups are 
included and 
empowered 
within the MAPA 
through effective 
gender and 

Employment of 
women and Person 
with Disabilities 
(PWDs) in MAPA 
and their 
involvement in 
decision-making are 
increased in line 
with national 

Gender and Diversity Mainstreaming in Human 
Resource Management Manual of DMAC and IPs 

September 
 

Advocacy for involvement of Gender Officers/ GFPs of 
IP in recruitment panels  

Throughout the year 
 

Follow-up for implementation of positive 
discrimination for female and PWD applicants based 
on Afghanistan civil service law and quote system for 
PWD  

Throughout the year 
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diversity 
mainstreaming 

 

disability and labour 
laws, contributing to 
an accessible and 
discrimination-free 
working 
environment for all 

Monitor IPs for consideration of maternity leave/ 
breast feeding break and flexible working hours for 
pregnant women and new mothers based on 
Afghanistan labour law.  

Throughout the year 

 

Networking with civil society organizations who are 
working in field of Women’s Empowerment, Disable 
Persons Protection and Capacity Development  

May 
 

Provision of 5 seats of Internships for IPs and DMAC By March 
 

Awareness Raising on engagement of women and 
PWD in mine action through radio drama and social 
media  

April  
 

Job Preparation Training for women and PWD  September 
 

Advocacy for establishing basic facilitates for easy/ 
safe access of PWD and women at IPs and DMAC 
compound 

Throughout the year 
 

Employment of more women at the field level. Work 
with local communities to improve access to women 
and girls 

Throughout the year 
 

2 Develop Anti-Harassment Policy at MAPA level March 2022  

Survey Training to DMAC and IPs female staff December 
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10 MAPA will ensure that gender and diversity considerations are taken into consideration in the planning, implementation and monitoring phases of all mine action projects, promoting 
equality and quality. This supports the Oslo Action Plan 2020-2024 Action #3 “Ensure that the different needs and perspectives of women, girls, boys and men are considered and 
inform all areas of Convention implementation and mine action programmes, in order to deliver an inclusive approach. Strive to remove barriers to full, equal and gender balanced 
participation in mine action and in Convention meetings”. 

Technical and 
management skills10 
of women and 
PWDs in MA are 
further developed 
through training in 
land release, EORE 
and VA, increasing 
access to and 
participation of all 
marginalized groups 

EORE and VA trainings for mixed gender team field 
level female staff 

December 
 

provision of English courses for female deminers  May 
 

Project Management Training for gender officers/ 
GFP  

January  

 

3 
MAPA’s capacity to 
mainstream G&D is 
strengthened so the 
needs of women 
and other 
marginalized groups 
are identified and 
addressed. 

 

Advocacy for hiring Gender Officer at organizations 
that still don’t have standalone GFPs 

Throughout the year 

 

In discussion with other department heads make a 
plan for the next few years on how to improve our 
access to and employment of women  

February  

 

Revision of G&D policy in MAPA March  
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2.11 Mine Action and Sustainable Development (SDG): 

 

Based on national mine action strategic plan 1400-1404 goal 3, the program needs to integrate mine action into government strategic documents such as 
National Priority Programmes, ANPDF etc. 

Revision of current MAPA Employees safety policy  October   

Develop a video/ printed training package on gender 
and diversity in pillars of mine action in light of 
international instruments and national law 

February  
 

IEC messages, radio drama, TV clip, social media 
campaign on mainstreaming G&D in mine action 

January  
 

Conduct the IWD by DMAC March  

4 Ensure the 
consistent 
application of G&D 
mainstreaming 
throughout the 
project cycle 

Develop Gender screening of proposals to consider 
gender in projects’ proposals.  

September 
 

Conduct meetings with IPs and Donors for solving the 
mahram issue of IP’s female staff  

Throughout the year 
 

Develop Mahram Policy for MAPA  March   

Monitor for ensuring implementation of G&D Balance 
Scorecard  

Throughout the year 
 

Integration of G&D in Project Evaluation phases Throughout the year  
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Table 15:  List of G&D main activities for 1400 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

S-No Strategic goal Strategic Objective Activity Deadline Progress Tracking 

1 Sustainable 
Development 

Mine action is included into 
relevant national development, 
peace and security frameworks 
and programmes, facilitating 
greater synergies 

Integrate MA into Afghanistan 
National Peace and Development 
Framework (ANPDF II) 2021-2025  

Dec-2022 
 

Integrate MA into revised 
Women, Peace, and Security 
National Action Plan (WPS NAP)  

Dec-2021  

Integrate MA into National 
Priority Programmes (NPPs) at 
project-level 

March 2026  
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Chapter Three: Risk Management 
Table 16:  List of Challenges and its mitigating measures in 1400 

Challenges Mitigating Measures  

Funding 
The shortfall in funding poses a challenge to the 
achievement of the targets set for 1400. Almost 12 per 
cent of the required funding has been secured as of April 
2021. 

To accelerate fund raising efforts, increase donor meetings, workshops, and advocacy; work 
with the government to facilitate new funding channels and opportunities.  
Promising commitment of UNMAS to increase VTF fund for this year exist. DMAC has also 
submitted a proposal to the government of Afghanistan to provide 5 million $ this year. 

Security 
The volatile security situation poses challenges and could 
disrupt operations and future planning.  Withdrawal of 
foreign military with the short deadline until Sep 2021, 
and the increase in crimes cases put in danger the 
security of all inhabitants as well as the program staff 

The MAPA keeps robust community liaison to educate communities on the importance and 
impartiality of the programme and conducts refresh visits to targeted areas to be cleared 
during the year to ensure validity and accessibility of the contaminated areas for further 
planning.   
MAPA will continue to remain impartial, neutral and independent. 
MAPA will strengthen humanitarian access negotiation. 
MAPA will use potential peace progress for implementation of MA projects in hard-to-reach 
areas. 
Keep low profile and use rental vehicle for field operation as required 

Land Release (LR)  
a) Possible lack of evidence-based survey requests 

from the communities. 
b) Potential ineffective implementation of LR 

process 
c) Demining Accident 
d) Setting unrealistic LR target. The IPs pressure on 

team to achieve the target 
e) Missed EOs 

a) Implementation of evidence-based land release process. 
b) Strengthen monitoring, training of personnel engaged in LR and validation of LR processes 

and outputs at field level. 
c) Monitor employee health and safety standards. Provide appropriate training to demining 

teams. Provide suitable equipment including PPE, equipped ambulances and trauma kits 
in line with relevant standards and SOPs.  

d) Screening of the same geographical field historical data, joint field visits, considering 
MAPA standard productivity rate, systematic review of technical proposals, monitoring,  
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f) Inexperience community based deminers 
g) Possible negative completion among 

communities 

e) Adherence strictly to standards, employ appropriate equipment, trained personnel and 
methodology, extensive implementation of QM. 

f) IP’s proper recruitment policy and ensure its implementation, training and monitoring,  
g) Proper community liaison and inclusion of concerned community elders in decision 

making concerning recruitment 

Explosive Ordnance Risk Education 

Access to vulnerable communities. 

IPs to recruit and deploy RE trainers/volunteers from the local communities. 
Use most relevant media as an alternative (indirect) approach to disseminate Mine/ ERW 
Risk Education messages in insecure areas. 
IPs to have a clear security policy and plan. 

AIM poses a new evolving challenge in terms of their lack 
of consistent physical shape; showing actual photos of 
AIMs can trigger a negative response from AGEs. 

New materials are developed to tackle this challenge; instead of focusing on the shape and 
physical features of the devices, the focus is on signs and scenarios which are likely to 
indicate presence of IMs. Behaviour Change Communication model is being used to provide 
positive messaging aimed at influencing risk taking behaviour and enabling the affected 
communities to identify potential threats. 

Possible exclusion of EORE messages in the revised school 
curriculum. 
 

EORE Department will provide new tailored EORE messages for students to be included in 
the new subject, a wall dedicated to EORE messages, EORE messages to be delivered during 
the assembly, EORE animation series to be included as part of the extra-curricular activities. 

Involvement of military actors in delivery of EORE 
messages. 

Consistent use of humanitarian minepaki logo in EORE activities by MAPA partners. 
Communicating humanitarian principles to affected communities 
Advocacy with military actors to ensure distinguished EORE efforts. 

Victim Assistance 
A lack of understanding of EO-survivors/disability issues 
and inclusion may result in slow implementation, 
diverging vision, low participation of persons with 
disabilities and low quality in implemented activities 

a) Prior focus on awareness raising on disability inclusion and a social and right-based 
approach to disability among key stakeholders 

b) Provide training workshops for management and mi-level staff from line ministries 
on the strategy and action plan 
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c) Develop and implement robust capacity building plans on disability inclusion for 
each line ministry and provincial governors’ offices 

d) From the inception phase, provide technical training to organizations representative 
of different groups of persons with disabilities to ensure their meaningful 
participation at all levels and stages 

Lack of sufficient funding may result in delayed 
implementation of planned activities  

a) Further identify internal resources to be allocated to planned activities 

b) Provide training for financial managers of line ministries on survivors/disability-
sensitive budgeting 

c) Approach international organizations, multi-donors trust funds and donors to fill 
funding gaps for targeted activities. 

Impact of COVID-19 on MA. 

a. Health – lack of insurance coverage 
b. Lockdown – movement restrictions and 

alternative implementation approaches. Delays in 
operations. 

c. Job security – losing of key employees/trained 
field personnel  

d. Increased civilian casualties – due to lack of 
immediate response/ delays in clearance and 
limitation of EORE. 

e. Risk of new waves of COVID-19 from 
neighbouring countries 

 
 

a. Increased precautionary measures in conducting activities and monitoring the MoPH 
and WHO guidelines. 

b. Plan alternative approaches of EORE. Modify LR approaches where appropriate or 
relocate teams to communities with little to no impact of COVID-19 (contingency LR 
plans).  Working from hope if needed 

c. Advocate with donors for paid leave. 
d. Covered in point b. 
e. Apply vaccination in addition to the precautionary measures stated in above 
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Annex A.  Fund confirmed and pledged mine action projects for 1400 (April 2021-March 2022) 

a) Demining funded projects:  

Table 17:  VTF funded projects for 1400, as of April 2021 

Project Name Province Project fund 
Status 

Start 
Date 

End Date Area of 
Confirm Fund 

Area of 
Pledged fund 

Cha
nnel 

Donor Agency 

AREA VTF Nangarhar Demining Project-1399 Nangarhar Confirmed 1-Apr-21 21-Jul-21 847,447 
 

VTF UNOPS AREA 
HT/DAFA VTF QRC Project-1399/1400 Knduz, Kabul, Paktika Confirmed 

 
31-May-21 83,463 

 
VTF UNOPS HT 

HT VTF Kabul and Kandahar Dem. Project-1400 Kabul and Kandahar Confirmed 1-Apr-21 9/30/2021 1,151,178 
 

VTF UNOPS HT 
Paktya Demining Project-07/E Paktya Confirmed 

  
411,862 

 
VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Paktya Demining Project-02/D Paktya Confirmed 
  

936,352 
 

VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Paktya Demining Project-02 Paktya Confirmed 

  
184,624 

 
VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Kunduz Demining Project-01 Kunduz Confirmed 
  

2,922,054 
 

VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Kunduz Demining Project-04 Kunduz Confirmed 

  
1,005,437 

 
VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Nangarhar Demining Project-04/L Nangarhar Confirmed 
  

1,467,172 
 

VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Nangarhar Demining Project-04/M Nangarhar Confirmed 

  
4,233,907 

 
VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Jawzjan Demining Project-1/B Jawzjan Unconfirmed 
   

133,215 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Kunar Demining Project-03 Kunar Unconfirmed 

   
5,531,477 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Sari Pul Demining Project-1/B Sari Pul Unconfirmed 
   

79,675 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Ghazni Demining Project-01/A Ghazni Unconfirmed 

   
7,572,838 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Baghlan Demining Project-17 Baghlan Unconfirmed 
   

769,245 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Baghlan Demining Project-17 /A Baghlan Unconfirmed 

   
342,928 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Baghlan Demining Project-17 /D Baghlan Unconfirmed 
   

313,500 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Kunduz Demining Project-04/A Kunduz Unconfirmed 

   
52,386 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Kunar Demining Project-02/C Kunar Unconfirmed 
   

563,799 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Kunar Demining Project-02/E Kunar Unconfirmed 

   
7,077,829 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Farah Demining Project-09 (AT)/A Farah Unconfirmed 
   

1,306,551 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Logar Demining Project-09 Logar Unconfirmed 

   
414,873 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Baghlan Demining Project-06 Baghlan Unconfirmed 
   

576,347 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Farah Demining Project-10 (AT) Farah Unconfirmed 

   
4,380,200 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Badakhshan Demining Project-04/F Badakhshan Unconfirmed 
   

89,600 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
Badakhshan Demining Project-02/A Badakhshan Unconfirmed 

   
307,900 VTF UNOPS Reserved 

Badakhshan Demining Project-02/C Badakhshan Unconfirmed 
   

68,100 VTF UNOPS Reserved 
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Project Name Province Project fund 
Status 

Start 
Date 

End Date Area of 
Confirm Fund 

Area of 
Pledged fund 

Cha
nnel 

Donor Agency 

Total 
    

13,243,496 29,580,463 
   

 

Table 17:  DOS funded projects for 1400, as of April 2021 

Project Name Province Project fund 
Status  

Start 
Date  

End Date   Area of 
Confirm Fund   

 Area of 
Pledged fund  

Channel  Donor Agency 

19.PMWRA.Afghanistan. Project 27 and 28. NOFO Kbl, Blk, Prwn & Smgn Confirmed 1-Jul-20 30-Jun-21         3,033,204    Bilateral DOS HT 
19.PMWRA.Afghanistan. Project 31and 32. NOFO Bghln, Kdr & Nrtan Confirmed 15-Oct-20 14-Oct-21         7,839,001    Bilateral DOS DAFA 
19.PMWRA.Afghanistan. Project 29 and 33. NOFO Baghlan & Nimroz Confirmed 1-Jul-20 30-Jun-21         1,163,780    Bilateral DOS MCPA 
19.PMWRA.Afghanistan. Project 30. NOFO Kabul, Lghmn and Fryb Confirmed 25-Oct-20 24-Oct-21         1,860,727    Bilateral DOS ATC 
DAFA DOS CM Demining Project-1400 Paktya and Faryab Confirmed 1-Apr-21 28-Dec-21         3,306,094    Bilateral DOS DAFA 
FSD DOS funded Project-1399/1400 Badakhshan Confirmed 1-Mar-21 31-Dec-21              19,764    Bilateral DOS FSD 
MDC Kandahar DOS Demining Project 1399/1400 Kandahar Confirmed 2-Sep-20 26-Aug-21         1,087,028    Bilateral DOS MDC 
Laghman Demining Project-01/O Laghman Unconfirmed                    291,440  Bilateral DOS ATC 
Nuristan Demining Project-01/B Nuristan Unconfirmed                    814,992  Bilateral DOS AREA 
Paktya Demining Project-03 AT Paktya Unconfirmed                 1,476,298  Bilateral DOS DAFA 
Logar Demining Project-05 (AT) Logar Unconfirmed                    746,067  Bilateral DOS MCPA 
Kandahar Demining Project-01/P Kandahar Unconfirmed                 2,519,821  Bilateral DOS MDC 
Kunar Demining Project-01/F Kunar Unconfirmed                    625,833  Bilateral DOS MDC 
Parwan Demining Project-05/F Parwan Unconfirmed                    711,767  Bilateral DOS OMAR 
Parwan Demining Project-11 Parwan Unconfirmed                    213,211  Bilateral DOS OMAR 
Panjsher Demining Project-03/C Panjsher Unconfirmed                    495,422  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Kandahar Demining Project-01/G Kandahar Unconfirmed                 4,246,953  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Panjsher Demining Project-05/F Panjsher Unconfirmed                      66,500  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Panjsher Demining Project-05/G Panjsher Unconfirmed                    112,700  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Nimroz Demining Project-02/C Nimroz Unconfirmed                 1,062,698  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Kabul Demining Project-19/F Kabul Unconfirmed                    709,594  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Nimroz Demining Project-01/D AT Nimroz Unconfirmed                    379,945  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Kabul Demining Project-17/F Kabul Unconfirmed                    832,367  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Laghman Demining Project-01/K Laghman Unconfirmed                    211,154  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Laghman Demining Project-01/N Laghman Unconfirmed                      26,177  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
Paktya Demining Project-03/BLU Paktya Unconfirmed                 3,259,627  Bilateral DOS Reserved 
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Project Name Province Project fund 
Status  

Start 
Date  

End Date   Area of 
Confirm Fund   

 Area of 
Pledged fund  

Channel  Donor Agency 

Total            18,309,598      18,802,566        
 

Table 18:  Other bilateral funded demining projects for 1400 as of April 2021 

Project Name Province 
Project fund 

Status  
Start 
Date  

End Date  
 Area of 

Confirm Fund   
 Area of Pledged 

fund  
Channel  Donor Agency 

ADC Afg Khost Demining Project-1399 Khost Confirmed     57,500   Bilateral Afghanistan ADC 
FSD PATRIP Funded Project-2020 Badakhshan Confirmed 1-Mar-21 31-Dec-21 41,076   Bilateral PATRIP FSD 
HT Norway Demining project for 20/21 Kandahar Confirmed 1-Jul-20 30-Jun-21 307,602   Bilateral Norway HT 
HT GFFO Demining Project 2021 Blk, Kbl, Smn, B, & P Confirmed 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 4,378,545   Bilateral GFFO HT 
HT IRISH Demining Project-2021 Kandahar Confirmed 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 402,102   Bilateral IRISH HT 
DDG Netherlands Dmg Project-1400 Balkh Confirmed 1-Apr-21 31-Mar-22 2,275,774   Bilateral Netherlands DDG 
DDG DANIDA Demining Project-2021 Kabul Confirmed 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 747,860   Bilateral DANIDA DDG 
DDG SIDA Demining Project-2021 M Wrdk, Blkh, Smgn Confirmed 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 1,181,627   Bilateral SIDA DDG 
AREA GAGP Nuristan Demg Project-1400 Nuristan Confirmed 1-Apr-21 31-Oct-21 748,156   Bilateral GAGP AREA 
HT NL RNG Demining Project 2021 Smgn & Prwan Confirmed 1-Apr-21 31-Dec-21 579,742   Bilateral RNG HT 
HT Finland Demining Project 2021 Baghlan and Parwan Confirmed 1-Apr-21 31-Dec-21 3,714,134   Bilateral Finland HT 
Parwan Demining Project-01/H Parwan Unconfirmed                2,227,045  Bilateral GAGP ATC 
Parwan Demining Project-01/I Kabul, Parwan Unconfirmed                   252,010  Bilateral  DDG 
Kabul Demining Project-19/D Kabul Unconfirmed                   356,751  Bilateral  DDG 
Nangarhar Demining Project-04/K Nangarhar Unconfirmed                   980,086  Bilateral   DDG 
Balkh Demining Project-3/H Balkh Unconfirmed                5,625,867  Bilateral   DDG 
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-09/C Maydan Wardak Unconfirmed                   231,499  Bilateral   DDG 
Kabul Demining Project-20/I Kabul Unconfirmed                   310,554  Bilateral   DDG 
Samangan Demining Project-13/F Samangan Unconfirmed                     90,360  Bilateral   DDG 
Kabul Demining Project-08/L Kabul Unconfirmed                   201,287  Bilateral   DDG 
Logar Demining Project-03 (AT)/C Logar Unconfirmed                1,949,397  Bilateral   HT 
Takhar Demining Project-08/J Takhar Unconfirmed                   551,915  Bilateral   HT 
Samangan Demining Project-10 Samangan Unconfirmed                   406,110  Bilateral   HT 
Samangan Demining Project-10/B Samangan Unconfirmed                   748,764  Bilateral   HT 
Parwan Demining Project-10/I Parwan Unconfirmed                   382,310  Bilateral   HT 
Baghlan Demining Project-04/B Baghlan Unconfirmed                   403,157  Bilateral   HT 
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Project Name Province 
Project fund 

Status  
Start 
Date  

End Date  
 Area of 

Confirm Fund   
 Area of Pledged 

fund  
Channel  Donor Agency 

Baghlan Demining Project-17 /C Baghlan Unconfirmed                   934,133  Bilateral   HT 
Nuristan Demining Project-01 Nuristan Unconfirmed                4,194,119  Bilateral   HT 
Baghlan Demining Project-4 (AT)/A Baghlan Unconfirmed                   135,091  Bilateral   HT 
Kunar Demining Project-02/D Kunar Unconfirmed                4,821,246  Bilateral   HT 
Baghlan Demining Project-05 Baghlan Unconfirmed                   357,197  Bilateral   HT 
Baghlan Demining Project-05/J Baghlan Unconfirmed                   321,940  Bilateral   HT 
Parwan Demining Project-15/D Parwan Unconfirmed                   269,981  Bilateral   HT 
Kabul Demining Project-21/C Kabul Unconfirmed                   483,282  Bilateral   HT 
Nangarhar Demining Project-04/O Nangarhar Unconfirmed                   302,415  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Balkh Demining Project-2 Balkh Unconfirmed                   388,834  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Kandahar Demining Project-10/M Kandahar Unconfirmed                1,672,428  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Balkh Demining Project-04 Balkh Unconfirmed                     29,494  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Balkh Demining Project-04/B Balkh Unconfirmed                       5,363  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Baghlan Demining Project-17/E Baghlan Unconfirmed                3,047,060  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Balkh Demining Project-1/Q Balkh Unconfirmed                       4,848  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Nangarhar AIM Clearance Project-01 Nangarhar Unconfirmed                   412,429  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Nangarhar AIM Clearance Project-01/C Nangarhar Unconfirmed                   171,599  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 
Kandahar Demining Project-04 AT/G Kandahar Unconfirmed                1,038,536  Bilateral Afghanistan Reserved 

Total            14,434,118     33,307,107        
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b) List of NTS funded districts: 
In bellow, the 26 districts planned for NTS belong to the list of 185 districts as part of the Kinetic 
Engagements shared by RS in 2015 

Table 19:  List of NTS planned districts for 1400 

Region District Scope of Survey Project Planned By 
South East Ajristan Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Bahrami Shahid (Jaghatu) Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Zana khan Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Ab Band Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
Centre Jaghatu Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Barmal Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Ziruk Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Nika Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Jani Khel Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Omna Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Waza Khwa Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Sarobi Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South Sangin Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South Musa Qala  Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South Nawzad Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South Kajaki Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Bala Buluk Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Khaki Safed Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Chaghcharan Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Do Layna Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Bala Murghab Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Muqur Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Qadis Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
West Qala Kah Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Jani Khail Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA 
South East Zurmat Survey/Resurvey of legacy and new contamination  MCPA  

 
 

 

c) VA funded projects: 
a. Physical Rehabilitation Services in Farah, Ghor, Nimroz, Paktia, Paktika, Khost and Ghazni 

provinces of Afghanistan funded by PMWRA 
b. Promoting Inclusive Education in Bagram and Jabulsaraj District in Parwan Province funded by 

Japan 
c. Vocational training and Physical Accessibility in Schools and Clinics for constructions of 

Accessible Washroon and Ramps in Kabul funded by PMWRA. 
d. The Bamyan VA project for psychosocial and physical rehabilitation project funded by New 

Zealand. 
e. Physical Rehabilitation in Emergency at Zabul Province funded through WHO 
f. Physiotherapy services by Mine Detection Centre (MDC) at their Polyclinic funded Slovenia 
g. Provision of Physical Rehabilitation Service to the Landmine survivors and other persons with 

disabilities in Kunar and Uruzgan Provinces funded by Netherlands 
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h. National disability terminology and Disability awareness trainings to persons with disability in 
Kunar and Nangarhar provinces funded by Finland. 

i. Victims Assistance Vocational training & Physical Rehabilitation project in Kabul funded by 
Netherlands 

j. Electronic registration of 300,000 martyrs and persons with disabilities in all provinces funded 
through VTF 

k. HI- Regional Physical Rehabilitation Centre (PRC) Kandahar funded by ECHO 
l. HI- Prosthetic & Orthotic Repairing workshop – Kunduz funded by ECHO 
m. HI- Livelihood &vocational training project Kandahar and support to Organization for People 

with Disability (OPD)  funded by Norway 
 

d) EORE funded projects: 

The following projects have received confirmation of funding and/or are currently being 
implemented. 

Table 20:  List of EORE funded projects for 1400 

S-No Project Name Province Start Date End Date 
1 DDG DANIDA EORE Project-2021 Kabul 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 
2 DDG SIDA EORE Project-2021 Balkh 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 
3 DDG VTF EC EORE Project-1399 Kabul, Kandahar, Nimroz and 

Nangarhar 
1-Jun-20 30-Jun-21 

4 AAR Japan EORE Project 2020/2021 Central  1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 
5 AREA GAGP Nuristan EORE Project-1400 Nuristan 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 
6 AREA VTF Nangarhar EORE Project-1399 Nangarhar 15-Aug-20 21-Jul-21 
7 HT VTF Kabul and Kandahar EORE Project-1400 Kabul and Kandahar 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 
8 DDG Netherlands Funded EORE Project-1400 Balkh 1-Jan-21 31-Dec-21 
9 HI-Emergency Mobile Team Project – EORE 

component 
Kunduz, Herat, Kandahar 1-Jun-19 31-Mar-22 

10 OMAR NZDF Bamyan EORE project component Bamyan 27-Apr-20 31-Oct-21 
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Annex B.   MBT unfunded mine action projects for 1400 

a) Demining unfunded projects: 
Table 21:  List of demining projects waiting for fund during 1400 

Project Name Province Project fund 
Status 

Area of 
unfunded 

Maydan Wardak Demining Project-10/A Maydan Wardak Unfunded              846,322  
Logar Demining Project-01 (AT)/E Logar Unfunded           1,353,000  
Takhar Demining Project-08/F Takhar Unfunded              122,765  
Takhar Demining Project-08/I Takhar Unfunded              106,663  
Jawzjan Demining Project-1/C Jawzjan Unfunded                  1,286  
Khost Demining Project-01 AT/A Khost Unfunded              309,763  
Paktika Demining Project-01/B Paktika Unfunded              145,450  
Paktya Demining Project-02/A Paktya Unfunded              594,915  
Paktya Demining Project-02 AT/B Paktya Unfunded                21,114  
Badakhshan Demining Project-02/B Badakhshan Unfunded              154,600  
Badakhshan Demining Project-05 Badakhshan Unfunded              196,345  
Hilmand Demining Project-02 AT/B Hilmand Unfunded              435,007  
Parwan Demining Project-10/D Parwan Unfunded              283,909  
Hilmand AIM Clearance Project-02 Hilmand Unfunded           1,734,205  
Hilmand AIM Clearance Project-03 Hilmand Unfunded           1,306,168  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-03 (AT)/A Maydan Wardak Unfunded           6,190,458  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-03 (AT)/C Maydan Wardak Unfunded              410,952  
Badakhshan Demining Project-03/H Badakhshan Unfunded           1,304,925  
Baghlan Demining Project-18/G Baghlan Unfunded              908,792  
Kunduz Baghlan and Takhar AIM Clearance Project-01 Baghlan, Kunduz, Takhar Unfunded           1,046,944  
Kunduz Demining Project-03/B Kunduz Unfunded           2,908,244  
Kandahar Demining Project-01/K Kandahar Unfunded           2,491,998  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-02 (AT)/C Maydan Wardak Unfunded              156,864  
Ghazni Demining Project-02/B Ghazni Unfunded              506,484  
Hilmand Demining Project-03 Hilmand Unfunded           1,564,339  
Hilmand AIM Clearance Project-01/A Hilmand Unfunded              283,212  
Hilmand AIM Clearance Project-04 Hilmand Unfunded              389,512  
Hilmand AIM Clearance Project-05 Hilmand Unfunded           4,053,985  
Farah Demining Project-07 Farah Unfunded           3,262,524  
Herat Demining Project-09/A Herat Unfunded                18,744  
Hilmand AIM Clearance Project-06 Hilmand Unfunded              494,370  
Baghlan Demining Project-05/F Baghlan Unfunded              859,540  
Kandahar Demining Project-04 AT/B Kandahar Unfunded              608,920  
Uruzgan Demining Project-01 ERW Uruzgan Unfunded              128,100  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-04 Maydan Wardak Unfunded              860,400  
Kandahar AIM Clearance Project-01 Kandahar Unfunded           3,083,178  
Faryab Demining Project-1/H Faryab Unfunded                46,467  
Uruzgan AIM Clearance Project-01 Uruzgan Unfunded         12,164,637  
Nangarhar Demining Project-03/I Nangarhar Unfunded              814,920  
Ghazni Demining Project-05 Ghazni Unfunded              816,078  
Ghazni Demining Project-05 AT Ghazni Unfunded              739,000  
Hilmand Demining Project-06/C Hilmand Unfunded              250,000  
Nangarhar Demining Project-05 Nangarhar Unfunded           2,021,290  
Hilmand Demining Project-01 AT Hilmand Unfunded         25,000,000  
Samangan Demining Project-7/D Samangan Unfunded                18,756  
Kandahar Demining Project-08 Kandahar Unfunded           1,127,764  
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Project Name Province Project fund 
Status 

Area of 
unfunded 

Kandahar Demining Project-08/A Kandahar Unfunded              255,400  
Hilmand Demining Project-08 Hilmand Unfunded           1,268,617  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-17 Maydan Wardak Unfunded              510,358  
Farah Demining Project-03 Farah Unfunded           2,889,126  
Logar Demining Project-07 Logar Unfunded              366,579  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-07 (AT) Maydan Wardak Unfunded           1,133,314  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-07 (AT)/B Maydan Wardak Unfunded           1,149,761  
Paktika Demining Project-05 AT Paktika Unfunded              800,000  
Kandahar Demining Project-06 Kandahar Unfunded           2,457,177  
Kabul Demining Project-23 Kabul Unfunded              654,612  
Logar AIM Clearance Project-01 Logar Unfunded              790,451  
Logar Demining Project-01 (AT)/G Logar Unfunded           1,797,203  
Logar Demining Project-03 (AT) Logar Unfunded              939,453  
Logar Demining Project-03 (AT)/B Logar Unfunded              973,101  
Logar Demining Project-03/D Logar Unfunded           1,348,256  
Takhar Demining Project-01/A Takhar Unfunded              269,331  
Takhar Demining Project-08/C Takhar Unfunded              456,795  
Jawzjan AIM Clearance Project-01 Jawzjan Unfunded              109,214  
Paktya Demining Project-03/C Paktya Unfunded              854,063  
Khost AIM Clearance Project-01 Khost Unfunded                31,603  
Paktika Demining Project-01 Paktika Unfunded           3,003,613  
Paktika Demining Project-01/A Paktika Unfunded           1,777,150  
Parwan Demining Project-08 Parwan Unfunded              260,799  
Parwan Demining Project-12 Parwan Unfunded              130,100  
Logar Demining Project-06 (AT) Logar Unfunded              961,858  
Faryab AIM Clearance Project-01 Faryab Unfunded              684,823  
Logar Demining Project-11 (AT) /A(SHA) Logar Unfunded           2,189,521  
Badakhshan Demining Project-02 Badakhshan Unfunded              655,044  
Badakhshan Demining Project-02/D Badakhshan Unfunded              442,592  
Baghlan Demining Project-12/B Baghlan Unfunded           1,107,582  
Nuristan Demining Project-01/G Nuristan Unfunded           4,067,697  
Sari Pul Demining Project-1 Sari Pul Unfunded              709,851  
Sari Pul Demining Project-1/A Sari Pul Unfunded              675,502  
Sari Pul AIM Clearance Project-01 Sari Pul Unfunded                89,007  
Sari Pul Demining Project-1/D Sari Pul Unfunded                11,152  
Khost Demining Project-05/H Khost Unfunded              379,857  
Herat Demining Project-02/A Herat Unfunded           3,450,533  
Herat Demining Project-02/B Herat Unfunded              208,777  
Parwan Demining Project-09/D Parwan Unfunded              289,542  
Parwan Demining Project-10/C Parwan Unfunded              822,180  
Panjsher Demining Project-06 Panjsher Unfunded                62,259  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-01 (AT) Maydan Wardak Unfunded              362,691  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-03 (AT) Maydan Wardak Unfunded              680,353  
Badakhshan Demining Project-03/E Badakhshan Unfunded              457,848  
Badakhshan Demining Project-03/F Badakhshan Unfunded                90,740  
Badakhshan Demining Project-03/G Badakhshan Unfunded           2,522,525  
Badakhshan Demining Project-03/L Badakhshan Unfunded              811,189  
Baghlan Demining Project-04 Baghlan Unfunded                92,955  
Baghlan Demining Project-13/E Baghlan Unfunded              327,055  
Baghlan Demining Project-15 /K Baghlan Unfunded              350,914  
Baghlan Demining Project-18/C Baghlan Unfunded              160,623  
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Project Name Province Project fund 
Status 

Area of 
unfunded 

Balkh Demining Project-3/L Balkh Unfunded              246,544  
Samangan Demining Project-11/A Samangan Unfunded                58,261  
Samangan Demining Project-11/G Samangan Unfunded                53,350  
Baghlan Demining Project-022 Baghlan Unfunded           1,309,540  
Baghlan Demining Project-022/A Baghlan Unfunded           1,293,512  
Badakhshan Demining Project-04/G Badakhshan Unfunded                55,932  
Kandahar Demining Project-10/G Kandahar Unfunded              146,150  
Kandahar Demining Project-10/I Kandahar Unfunded           1,685,018  
Kandahar Demining Project-10/L Kandahar Unfunded           5,987,713  
Kandahar Demining Project-10/SHA Kandahar Unfunded           1,654,353  
Kandahar Demining Project-01/D Kandahar Unfunded           5,357,927  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-02/A Maydan Wardak Unfunded              971,366  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-02 (AT)/A Maydan Wardak Unfunded              600,539  
Maydan Wardak Demining Project-02 (AT)/B Maydan Wardak Unfunded              122,141  
Baghlan Demining Project-21/G Baghlan Unfunded              185,401  
Baghlan Demining Project-21/H Baghlan Unfunded              621,191  
Baghlan Demining Project-22 Baghlan Unfunded           7,540,028  
Baghlan Demining Project-22/B Baghlan Unfunded           1,764,211  
Baghlan Demining Project-22/D Baghlan Unfunded              590,492  
Kunduz Demining Project-04/E Kunduz Unfunded                22,769  
Kunar Demining Project-01/E Kunar Unfunded           2,769,141  
Paktika Demining Project-02 Paktika Unfunded              236,578  
Ghazni Demining Project-02 Ghazni Unfunded           1,055,188  
Ghazni Demining Project-02/A Ghazni Unfunded           1,899,502  
Paktya Demining Project-09/A Paktya Unfunded              199,987  
Paktya Demining Project-09/D Paktya Unfunded              499,056  
Kandahar Demining Project-09/A Kandahar Unfunded                80,573  
Kandahar Demining Project-01/E Kandahar Unfunded           5,031,992  
Ghor AIM Clearance Project-01 Ghor Unfunded              145,040  
Nangarhar Demining Project-02 Nangarhar Unfunded           1,194,903  
Faryab Demining Project-1/A Faryab Unfunded           3,176,203  
Faryab Demining Project-1/E Faryab Unfunded           4,397,216  
Nangarhar Demining Project-03/H Nangarhar Unfunded              194,157  
Ghazni Demining Project-03 Ghazni Unfunded              478,800  
Ghazni Demining Project-03/A Ghazni Unfunded              213,193  
Ghazni Demining Project-04/A Ghazni Unfunded           1,394,500  
Kabul Demining Project-20 Kabul Unfunded              112,875  
Hilmand Demining Project-04 AT Hilmand Unfunded         20,031,470  

Total         202,410,467  
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b) VA unfunded projects: 
The following projects are designed based on the needs of persons with disabilities including 
victims of EO. Still, there is not a confirmed budget for the projects, but if funding becomes 
available, the projects can be implemented during 1400 (April 2021 – March 2022): 
 

 Advocacy and Awareness – US $30,000 
 Inclusive Education for Children with Disability (CwD) – US $100,000 
 Physical Rehabilitation – US $1,000,000 
 First Aid training to Community Health Workers of MoPH – US $365,600 
 Conducting workshop on physical accessibility to government organizations $10,000. 
 Implementation of electronic registration project with MMD for 370000 victims 

 
c) EORE unfunded projects: 

The following projects were designed by DMAC considering the needs of the affected population at 
risk of being exposed to the threats of explosive ordnance. The below projects are currently unfunded,  

 Causality Data Collection and EORE by ARCS: the project aims to conduct 12,960 EORE sessions 
for 324,000 female and male participants in 30 provinces with the use of 30 EORE mobile 
teams consisting of couple teams. The teams will also collect civilian victim data from all 
available sources such as health clinics, Community Development Councils (CDCs), and 
community members which will then be entered into the IMSMA system. Finally, the teams 
will refer the mine / ERW victims to service providers based on referral guide information 

 The evaluation of the EORE in 725 Schools of Afghanistan: The purpose of this evaluation is to 
measure  the effectiveness of the existing mechanism for the implementation of EORE in the 
schools by conducting interviews with teachers, evaluating the availability of EORE trained 
teachers, evaluating the school curriculum Risk Education messages, measuring the duration 
of EORE sessions given by schools management, measuring the interest and understanding of 
students from EO risk and test their behaviour change. Proposal developed and shared with 
United Nation International Children Emergency Fund (UNICEF). Total funding requirement is 
USD 150,000. 

 Mobile EORE messaging application: The purpose of mobile EORE application is to ensure a 
sustainable and complimentary add-on to the traditional EORE messaging. It primarily targets 
children and offers interactive learning via animations and ensures it by testing the knowledge 
through well-designed animated quizzes at the end of each lesson. The timeframe of the 
project is six months. 



 

 

 


